Introduction

31
Analysis of vegetation life cycles is fundamental in monitoring and planning agricultural endeavors and optimizing 32 land use. In particular, gaining knowledge of current vegetation trends and using them to make accurate predictions 33 is essential to minimize times of food scarcity and manage the consumption of natural resources in underdeveloped 34 countries. Needing to understand the Earth's ecology and land cover is increasingly important as the impacts of 35 climate change start to affect animal, plant, and human life. Vegetation trends are also closely related to 36 sustainability issues, such as management of conservation areas and wildlife habitats, precipitation and drought 37 monitoring, improving land usage for livestock, and finding optimum agriculture seeding and harvest dates for 38 crops.
39
For this reason, there are many agencies and organizations that focus on the study of land use and land cover trends,
40
linking them to climate change and the socioeconomic consequences of these changes. The United States Global
41
Change Research Program (Land Use and Land Cover Change Interagency Working Group), the United Nations plot. After creating such sub-regions, two-sided monotonic trend tests from Brillinger (1989) were used to identify 83 significant increasing or decreasing monotonic vegetation changes based on these arbitrarily chosen square regions
84
of land. They demonstrated that this screening procedure controlled the mixed directional false discovery rate
85
(mdFDR), which is defined as the expected proportion of Types I errors (False Positives) and Type III errors
86
(Directional errors) among all rejected null hypotheses, introduced by Benjamini & Yekutieli (2005) .
87
In this article, we utilize the same historic NDVI time series for East Africa from 1982 to 2006. Since real-time 88 monitoring for change is not part of the scope, we focused improving the methodologies previously used to identify 89 significant changes in land cover in the region. We do this by first framing the research question as an NP-hard 90 temporal multi-objective assignment problem. Using heuristics to solve this problem, we first find improved sub-
91
regions than the previous arbitrarily chosen square grids. Using this approach allows us to adequately capture the 92 specific data structure and answer questions in the present context. Secondly, we reapply the multiple testing 93 procedures in Clements, et al., (2014) and demonstrate that the testing procedure become more powerful while still 94 maintaining control an error rate, the mdFDR. In summary, our methods aim to incorporate spatial local 95 dependencies using a multi-dimensional assignment problem formulation to improve sub-region formation, which in 96 turn improves the multiple testing results.
97
We organize the paper as follows. In the next section, we give a review of the literature followed by a detailed 98 description of the historical data set. We then describe the temporal assignment problem formulation to create more 99 homogeneous sub-regions and explain the heuristic procedure using dynamic programming. Next, we apply the 100 multiple testing procedures to the improved sub-regions. Finally, we reveal the results of the model implementation,
101
followed by a discussion, conclusions, and final remarks. 
104
To control over false vegetation trend detections, multiple testing procedures can be employed. An overview of 105 multiple testing notation and procedures are described next. When testing a single null hypothesis against a two-106 sided alternative, two types of error can occur when a directional decision is made following rejection of the null 107 hypothesis. These are Type I error and Type III (or directional) errors. The Type I error occurs when the null 108 hypothesis is falsely rejected, while the Type III error occurs when the null hypothesis is correctly rejected but a 109 wrong directional decision is made about the alternative.
110
Consider testing n hypotheses simultaneously, such as testing for trend changes in n pixels over the East African 111 region. 
120
FWER is the probability of making one or more Type I errors. In other words, out of n simultaneously tested 121 hypotheses, where V is the number of Type I errors made out of n decisions (recall: V is an unknown quantity), then
122
FWER =Prob V 0 . In the case of multiple hypothesis testing, the FWER should be controlled at a desired 
126
The False Discovery Rate (FDR), proposed by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , is the second most common 127 measure of Type I errors. The FDR is the expected proportion of Type I errors among all the rejected null 128 hypotheses. If there are no rejected hypotheses, the FDR is defined to be zero. In terms of 
150
Controlling both false discoveries (V, from 
159
Since these migrations can be risky and costly, a careful consideration of the multiplicity issue seems essential when 160 making declarations of significant vegetation changes.
161
In this article, p-values generated using the monotonic trend test in Brillinger (1989) 
168
In this paper, we will first be framing the research question as a heuristic multi-objective temporal assignment 169 problem, in which better sub-regions were created than the arbitrarily chosen square grids in Clements et.al. (2014) .
170
By using temporal assignments to create subregions, we will demonstrate that the testing procedure becomes more There is a wealth of research on assignment problems and specialized assignment problems that display 175 complicating constraints. Though the generalized assignment problem is solvable, once the number of dimensions 176 reaches 3, as in the formulation presented in this paper, this is no longer the case.
177
The multidimensional assignment problem was introduced by Pierskalla (1968) and a bibliography of multidi- 
183
Multidimensional approximation was applied to capacity expansion problems by Troung & Roundy (2011) .
184
Lagrangian Relaxation was applied to a multi-dimensional assignment problem arising from multi-target tracking by
185
Poore & Rijavec (1993). Multi-tracking data was also addressed by Robertson (2001) .
186
Approximations to the multi-dimensional assignment problem were generated by Kuroki & Matsui (2007) , Gutin, 
246
 pval: Resulting p value from the Brillinger Trend Test (Brillinger, 1989) 
247
 slp: Resulting slope from the Brillinger Tren Test (Brillinger, 1989) 
248
 block: Block number -initial assignment was arbitrary
249
Using the algorithm below, followed by the multiple testing procedure, users may generate the revised and improved 250 block assignments.
252 4 Assignment Problem Formulation
253
We propose an assignment formulation to this problem, using these analysis results, with the goal of an improved 
259
Note that pixels may be formed entirely of water; these pixels have been assigned arbitrarily high NDVI values to 260 effectively eliminate them from consideration in the block assignments. A 'water block' with an arbitrarily high 261 target value ensures that all of these pixels may be assigned to blocks.
262
The objective of the pixel assignment problem is to minimize the NDVI difference function. Let m = the number of 
272
, ∈ 0,1 3
273
The binary decision variables utilize three indices, rendering the problem NP hard. We therefore propose and 274 employ a heuristic approach that relies heavily on dynamic programming. 
277
Restatement of the pixel assignment problem as a Markov Process will facilitate alternative solution methodologies.
278
We present a Lagrangian relaxation of the formulation and introduce a Lagrangian multiplier φ for the single 
284
A dynamic programming formulation may now be presented using the relaxed formulation.
285
Dynamic Programming Formulation
286
The pixel assignment decisions may be made in stages, and while the outcome of each decision is not fully 287 predictable, it can be observed before the next decision is made. We begin the dynamic programming formulation
288
by organizing the problem into a tree structure ( 
300
To calculate expected cost-to-go, we must also identify and calculate transition probabilities. In doing so, we 301 consider only the current level (time period). The Markov Property (6) allows us to omit consideration of the 302 probabilities of the path leading to the current level. The tree may now be viewed as a finite Nonhomogeneous
303
Markov Process with transition probability matrix P representing transitions at any level.
304
| , … , | 6
305
The objective of the dynamic programming formulation is the minimization of the sum of cost at the current stage,
306
and the cost-to-go (the best case to be expected from future stages). The notation required for the formulation 307 follows.
308
1,
Available pixels at level (time) k+1, depends on pixel chosen at level k Cardinality of 1, (the number of pixels available at level k+1, depends on pixel selected at level k) The pixel chosen at level k Transition probability matrix at level k , Transition probability of moving from pixel i to pixel j at level k , Cost of adding node j after the pixel chosen at level k , The number of unassigned pixels if we choose pixel i at level k , Expected cost-to-go if we choose pixel i at level k 1,0
Initialize to 0 Pixel assignment penalty
309
Pixel assignments to blocks may begin at any pixel in level 0 of the tree and end at any pixel in level T-1. All pixels 310 must be assigned to a single block but individual blocks need not have pixels assigned to them. Let z be the 311 candidate block.
312
, min ∈ , , 
333
including the block average NDVI, the block average slope, the block average p-value, and the slope change 334 indicator variable. Notation is introduced in Table 3 , followed by the formulation of the performance metric.
335
Block assignment ∈ 0,1 1, ⋯ , ; 1, ⋯ , Slope change Indicator variable 
367
An approach inspired by dynamic programming was utilized to find the best solution to the heuristic problem based 368 on weight factors that varied between 0 to 1, under the condition that ∑ w 1. Table 4 shows a subset of the 369 factor weight combinations that were examined. As seen in Table 4 , selecting the solution with factor scores of 
375
[ Table 4 near here]
376
The spatial map in 
383
is logical that such pixels should be reassigned into the same cluster. 
398
Earth Syst. Sci. Data Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-2018-18 Now we can assume that the pixels in the East African region are divided into homogeneous subregions using 399 temporal assignments, as described above. Next, we summarize and apply the multiple testing procedure given in 400 Clements, et. al. (2014) .
401
For notation, let m be the number of such subregions and n be the number of pixels/locations in the i subregion.
402
P-values at each location were calculated using a two-sided monotonic trend test at each location using the Brillinger
403
(1989) test. Specifically, we denote β as the monotonic trend parameter as defined in the Brillinger test for the i 404 subregion and j location, where i 1, 2, … , m, j 1, 2, … , n . We also let T and P be, respectively, the test
405
statistic and the corresponding p-value for testing the null hypothesis H : β 0 against its two-sided alternative
406
H : β 0.
407
We apply Clements, et. al. (2014) suggestion of using a Bonferroni correction at each subregion, which combines 408 the p-values by calculating P n min P . With H representing the null hypothesis corresponding to P ,
409
consider H ⋂ H as the null hypothesis corresponding to i subregion. We will test the H 's against their 410 respective two-sided alternatives and detect the direction of the alternatives for the rejected hypotheses.
411
Specifically, we apply the procedure using α=0.05 in the following three steps: 
414
consider the increasingly ordered versions of the P 's, P P … P . Find max : P .
415
Reject the H 's for which the p-values are less than or equal to P , provided this maximum exists, otherwise, accept 416 all H .
417
2) For every such that H is rejected at step 1, consider testing H , 1, 2, … , based on their respective p-
418
values P , 1, 2, … , , as follows: reject H if P .
419
3)
For each rejected H in step 2, decide the direction of the monotonic trend to be the same as that of
420
).
421
Step 1 and 2 identify first, the subregions and second, the locations with significant vegetation changes. The third 422 step allows one to make a more detailed analysis by identifying the directions in which these significant changes
423
have occurred. Impressively, this procedure controls the mdFDR at level α if the subregions are independent. A 424 mathematical proof of this is given in the Appendix.
425
The results of implementing this procedure to our homogenous subregions are shown in 
465
With extension of this work to other special problems, finding optimal weights will become important and relevant
466
work. Though the pixel assignment problems ultimately unveiled the appropriate weights through an iterative 467 approach, problems with extended criteria provide a greater challenge in determining appropriate or optimal 468 weights. We anticipate determination of optimal weights to be evaluated as future research as well. 
508
The last inequality follows from the fact that, when H = 1, the distribution of T is stochastically increasing in β .
509
Continuing, we have 
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